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There  have  been  a number  of  efforts  to measure  charged  particle  emissions  in  the  Pd/D  system.  In  gen-
eral, two  approaches  have  been  employed.  One  approach  was to indirectly  detect  charged  particles  by
measuring  Pd  K-shell  X-rays  that should  be  created  as charged  particles  traverse  through  the Pd  lattice.
The  other  approach  utilized  CR-39,  a  solid  state  nuclear  track  detector  (SSNTD).  With  these  detectors,  a
charged particle  creates  an ionization  trail in the  plastic  that,  upon  etching,  leaves  a symmetric  pit.  The
size,  depth  of  penetration,  and  shape  of  the  pits  provides  information  about  the  mass,  charge,  energy,
alladium
R-39
-rays
harged particles

and  direction  of motion  of the  particles.  While  experiments  done  using  CR-39  solid  state  nuclear  track
detectors  have  shown  the  presence  of these  charged  particles,  X-ray  measurements  of  the  Pd  K-shell  X-
rays have  not.  The  most  significant  difference  between  the  two  measurement  techniques  is  that  CR-39  is
a constantly  integrating  detector  and  the  X-ray  measurements  are  done  in  real  time.  In this  communica-
tion,  this  apparent  discrepancy  between  the  two charged  particle  measurement  techniques  is examined
using known  alpha  sources.
. Introduction

There have been a number of reports of charged particle detec-
ion in Pd/D systems using CR-39, a solid state nuclear track
etector (SSNTD). Li et al. [1] were among the first to use CR-39
SNTDs in experiments involving hydrogen/deuterium gas loading
f palladium. In these experiments, palladium foil was in direct
ontact with the CR-39 detector and the temperature was  cycled
etween room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature. No
racks were observed for the hydrogen loading experiments. How-
ver, a large number of tracks in the CR-39 were obtained as a result
f the deuterium gas loading experiments. The lack of tracks in the
ydrogen gas experiments indicate that the observed pitting in the
euterium gas experiments was not due to chemical attack. Price
t al. [2] conducted similar gas loading experiments as Li et al. [1],
owever they observed no tracks above background. Unlike Li et al.,
rice et al. had cleaned their Pd samples with aqua regia. When Li
t al. [3] conducted deuterium gas loading experiments with Pd

oils that had been cleaned with aqua regia, they too observed no
racks. Auger analysis of the foils showed that chlorine had pene-
rated inside the Pd to a depth of a few hundred angstroms. When

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 858 576 6415.
E-mail address: pboss@san.rr.com (P.A. Mosier-Boss).

013-4686/$ – see front matter. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.10.084
Published by Elsevier Ltd.

chlorine gas was  used to intentionally contaminate the Pd sur-
face prior to conducting the deuterium gas loading experiment, no
tracks were observed in the CR-39 detector. This was  the first indi-
cation that surface treatments could suppress the nuclear effects
occurring inside the Pd lattice.

Lipson et al. [4] and Roussetski [5] used CR-39 detectors to
detect charged particles emitted from deuterated Au/Pd/PdO het-
erostructures. In these experiments, the heterostructures were
electrochemically loaded with deuterium. Once loaded, the het-
erostructures were placed in contact with the CR-39 detectors and
the temperature was  cycled to induce desorption of deuterium. Lip-
son et al. [4] reported seeing tracks consistent with 2.5–3.0 MeV
protons and 0.5–1.5 MeV  tritons in the CR-39 detectors. Besides
tracks consistent with DD reaction products, Roussetski [5]
reported observing triple tracks in the detectors used in his exper-
iments. These triple tracks are diagnostic of the carbon shattering
reaction, 12C(n,n′)3�,  typically caused by a ≥9.6 MeV  neutron.

Oriani and Fisher [6] were the first to report on using CR-39
detectors in an electrolysis experiment. They placed the detectors
above and below the anode so as to not impede uniform loading
of the cathode with deuterium. During each run, control detectors

were immersed in a bottled electrolyte solution. Track densities
ranged between 59 and 541 tracks cm−2 for the control detectors
and 156–3760 tracks cm−2 for detectors used in active cells. They
concluded that the reactions responsible for the particles causing

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.10.084
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00134686
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/electacta
mailto:pboss@san.rr.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2012.10.084
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he tracks did not occur at the distant cathode but most likely
ccurred in the electrolyte very close to the plastic surface.

Lipson et al. [7,8] were the first to conduct in situ electrolysis
xperiments in which the Pd foil cathode was in direct contact with
he CR-39 detector. Experiments were done in both heavy and light
ater. The observed tracks were concentrated in areas where the
etector was in direct contact with the cathode indicating that the
d foil was the source of the particles that caused the tracks. The
istribution of tracks was inhomogeneous. This indicated that some
ites in the Pd foil exhibit greater activity than others. Using Cu and
l spacers between the cathode and the detector and linear energy

ransfer (LET) curves, they were able to identify the particles as
eing 11–16 MeV  alphas and ∼1.7 MeV  protons.

Mosier-Boss et al. [9–11] used CR-39 detectors in their Pd/D
o-deposition experiments. The optical properties of the Pd/D co-
eposition generated pits were consistent with those observed for
racks of a nuclear origin. Specifically the pits were dark and circu-
ar in shape and they exhibited bright centers when focusing the

icroscope optics deeper inside the pits. Track density was  highest
here the cathode had been in contact with the detector indicating

hat the source of the tracks was the cathode. The distribution of
racks along the cathode was inhomogeneous indicating that some
d sites were more active than others. Control experiments showed
hat the tracks were not due to radioactive contamination of the cell
omponents nor were they due to chemical or mechanical damage.
racks were observed on both the front and the back surfaces of
he detectors. The only particles that can traverse through 1 mm
hick CR-39 detectors are ≥40 MeV  alphas, ≥10 MeV  protons, or
eutrons. The size and shape of the tracks on the front side resem-
led those observed for alpha particles with energies between 1 and

 MeV. Scanning of a CR-39 detector, used in a co-deposition exper-
ment in which a 6 �m thick Mylar film separated the detector from
he cathode, showed that the majority of the tracks had diameters
etween 0.3 and 4.3 �m [10]. Protons with energies >10 MeV  would
roduce tracks with diameters in this size range [12]. Mosier-Boss
t al. [13] also reported on seeing triple tracks in CR-39 detectors
sed in Pd/D co-deposition experiments. As discussed vide supra,
uch triple tracks are diagnostic of ≥9.6 MeV  neutrons. It was also
hown that the Pd/D co-deposition triple tracks were indistinguish-
ble from DT neutron generated triple tracks [14].

Tanzella et al. [15] also conducted Pd/D co-deposition experi-
ents using CR-39 detectors. They conducted both light and heavy
ater experiments as well as experiments in which 6 �m Mylar

eparated the cathode from the CR-39. In the experiments where
he CR-39 was immersed in the electrolyte, a 60 �m thick polyeth-
lene film separated the CR-39 from the cathode. In the heavy water
xperiments, they also saw pits in the CR-39 detectors that corre-
ated with the placement of the cathode. Tracks were observed on
oth the front and back surfaces. Lipson and Roussetski [15] ana-

yzed the CR-39 detectors using a sequential etching technique that
hey had developed, using alphas and protons of known energies,
o differentiate charged particles and their energies. Using this pro-
ess, they identified proton recoils due to 2.45 MeV  neutrons, 3 MeV
rotons, 16 MeV  alphas, and 12 MeV  alphas in the CR-39 detec-
ors used in heavy water experiments. No tracks above background
ere observed in the light water experiments. It should be noted

hat the sequential etching method has been used by other groups
orking with radioactive materials to identify and determine the

nergies of emitted charged particles [16–19].
Prior to the use of CR-39 to detect charged particles in these

xperiments, attempts were made to detect the Pd X-rays result-
ng from the refilling of the K shell electron orbits ionized by the

assage of charged particles through the Pd lattice [20,21]. Both
ennington et al. [20] and Deakin et al. [21] used lithium drifted
ilicon, Si(Li), detectors to detect the X-ray emissions in real time.
n these experiments, no X-rays above background were detected.
 Acta 88 (2013) 373– 383

The main difference between the two  approaches to detect charged
particles is that CR-39 is a constantly integrating detector while the
measurement of the X-rays using a Si(Li) detector is done in real
time. In this communication, the apparent discrepancy between the
two approaches in detecting charged particles in the Pd/D system
is examined.

2. Experimental

2.1. Real-time X-ray/gamma ray measurements

All X-ray/gamma ray measurements were made using a
cryogenically-cooled 18% HPGe detector with a Be window (Ortec).
The detector head and samples were placed in a Pb cave. To reduce
the Pb fluorescence, the inside of the cave was  lined with Sn foil.
Cu foil, between the Sn foil and the sample, was used to eliminate
the Sn fluorescence. Sample orientation inside the cave is discussed
vide infra. Compared to a Si(Li) detector, the HPGe detector used in
these experiments is more sensitive to 21.1 keV Pd K shell X-rays.

All manipulations of spectral data were done using GRAMS/A17
(ThermoGalactic). This software package is used to subtract spec-
tra interactively as well as integrate peak areas and measure peak
intensities.

2.2. Silicon barrier detector measurements

Experiments were conducted stacking layers of 6 �m thick
Mylar sheets on top of one another between the CR-39 detector
and an 241Am source. To determine the energies of the alpha parti-
cles getting through the Mylar, a silicon barrier detector (AMETEK
model TR-SNA-300-100) was used. A ∼0.5 mm wide slit was placed
between the detector and the 241Am source to block particles emit-
ted at oblique angles. This allows particles that are approximately
perpendicular to the plane of the Si barrier detector to reach the
detector thereby reducing the backscatter. The slit used in these
experiments was made from 100 �m thick acrylic plastic.

2.3. Etching of CR-39 and analysis of the etched detectors

The CR-39 detector was  exposed to a 210Po source for 3 min.
Afterwards the detector was  etched in an aqueous 6.5 N sodium
hydroxide solution at 65–72 ◦C for 6 h. After etching, the detector
was rinsed in water, vinegar, and again in water. Microscopic exam-
ination of the etched CR-39 detector was  done using an Eclipse E600
epifluorescent microscope (Nikon) and CoolSnap HQ CCD camera
(Photometrics). A magnification of 1000× was  used. The software
used to obtain the images was MetaVue (MDS Analytical Technolo-
gies).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Overview of the 1989 X-ray measurements using Si(Li)
detectors

The cell used by Deakin et al. [21] was constructed of Pyrex glass
with a thin blown Pyrex window. The Pd foil cathode was 50 �m
thick and had an area of 1 cm2. The cathode was  pressed against
the thin Pyrex window. The X-ray detector was  placed on the other
side of the Pyrex window. The ability of the detector to register K
shell X-rays from the Pd cathode was  checked by fluorescing the

electrode using Ba X-rays after the cell had been filled with elec-
trolyte. They observed that room background radiation caused the
Pd cathode to fluoresce and a line due to Pd K shell X-rays was
present as an artifact in the background. After 333 h of electrolysis
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental configuration used in the 241Am stimulation
experiments. The 241Am source came from a smoke detector. Filters used in these
experiments were either 18 �m Mylar or 560 �m Cu foil. The Pd foil was 25 �m
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Fig. 2. (a) Time normalized X-ray spectra in the Pd K shell X-ray region where the
gray line was  obtained for the 241Am source and the black line was  obtained for the
241Am source in contact with 25 �m thick Pd foil. (b) X-ray spectrum of the Pd foil
hick with an area of 0.38 cm2. The polyethylene vial was  placed against the Be win-
ow of the HPGe. All measurements were conducted inside a Pb cave lined with Sn
nd Cu.

t a current density of 300 mA  cm−2, they saw no X-ray emissions
bove background.

Bennington et al. [20] used an electrolytic cell with a thin Mylar
indow. The Pd disc cathode was 1.5 mm thick and 20 mm in diam-

ter. The gap between the Pd cathode and Mylar window was less
han 1 mm.  A peristaltic pump was used to pump the electrolyte
ast the electrodes to prevent the trapping of gas bubbles between
he cathode and the Mylar window. The Si(Li) detector was placed
n the other side of the window so that only a small amount of elec-
rolyte and Mylar separated it from the possible source. Absorption
f the Pd K shell X-rays by water, Mylar, and air was estimated to
e 6%. A calibration run was performed with a 150 nCi 241Am �
ource placed against the rear of a 0.1 mm thick Pd foil that was in
ontact with the Si(Li) detector. Unlike Deakin et al. [21], no Pd K
hell X-ray lines were present in the background spectra. Several
lectrolysis experiments were performed using current densities of
bout 150 mA  cm−2. No X-rays above background were observed.

.2. The use of Americium-241 to stimulate X-ray emissions in Pd

A schematic of the experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1.
he 241Am source used in these experiments came from a smoke
etector. As such the ∼1 �Ci 241Am disc is mounted inside a metal
ousing and has either a thin Au or Al film over it. Fig. 2a shows
-ray spectra in the Pd X-ray region obtained for the 241Am source
y itself and in contact with a 25 �m thick Pd foil that has an area of
.38 cm2. X-ray lines are seen in the spectrum of the 241Am source.
hese lines could possibly be due to X-rays from the constituents of
he metal housing that are stimulated by the emissions of the 241Am
ource. These lines decrease when the Pd foil is placed in contact
ith the 241Am source. Fig. 2b shows the spectrum of the Pd foil

n which the contributions of the 241Am source are subtracted out.
he Pd K� and Pd K� lines are identified.

The Pd deposit formed as a result of Pd/D co-deposition has a
auliflower-like morphology that traps pockets of water. Conse-
uently, the charged particles have to traverse a film of water before
hey reach the CR-39 detector [10]. As was discussed vide supra, the
ize and shape of the tracks on the front side of the CR-39 detector

sed in a Pd/D co-deposition experiment resemble those observed
or alpha particles with energies between 1 and 2 MeV. It was there-
ore of interest to determine the effect of alpha particle energy on
he magnitude of the Pd K-shell X-rays. To vary the energy of the
in  which the contributions of the 241Am source are subtracted out. The Pd K� and
Pd K� lines are identified.

alpha particles, sheets of Mylar were placed between the 241Am
source and the Pd foil. Fig. 3a shows the linear energy transfer (LET)
curve for alphas as a function of Mylar thickness. This LET curve
was calculated using the SRIM-2003.26 code of Ziegler and Bier-
sack [22]. The LET curve indicates that 6, 12, and 18 �m of Mylar
will decrease the energy of the alphas by ∼1.2, 2.7, and 3.6 MeV
respectively. This was verified by measurements using a silicon sur-
face barrier (SSB) detector, a charged particle detector that does not
respond to gamma  or X-rays. Fig. 3b summarizes results obtained
by placing 6, 12, and 18 �m of Mylar between the 241Am source and
the Pd foil. Besides decreasing the energy of the alphas, the Mylar
also causes a decrease in the number of alpha particles that can get
through to reach the SSB detector.

If the alpha particles emitted by the 241Am source are responsi-
ble for stimulating the Pd K-shell X-rays, a corresponding decrease
in the intensity of the Pd K shell X-rays is expected when Mylar
is placed between the 241Am source and Pd foil. Looking at Fig. 3b,
18 �m of Mylar should result in a 75% decrease in intensity of the Pd
K shell X-rays. Fig. 3c shows X-ray spectra of the 241Am source and
Pd foil in the presence and absence of 18 �m of Mylar. No decrease
in X-ray intensity was observed, indicating that something else is
primarily responsible for stimulating the Pd K shell X-rays.

Besides emitting alphas, 241Am emits a gamma-ray at 59.54 keV
[23]. Fig. 3d shows spectra of the 241Am gamma-ray. When the
241Am source is in contact with the Pd foil, it can be seen that
the intensity of the gamma  ray decreases. Fig. 3d also shows that
the 18 �m of Mylar has no additional affect on the intensity of the
241Am gamma-ray. These results suggest that the Pd foil is absorb-
ing the 241Am gamma  ray. It is the absorption of this 241Am gamma
ray by the Pd foil that stimulates the Pd K shell X-ray emissions.
It is probably this gamma-ray, and not the 241Am � particles, that
stimulates the emissions observed for the housing of the 241Am
source, Fig. 2a.

To further verify that the 241Am gamma ray is stimulating the
Pd K shell X-rays, a 560 �m thick Cu foil was placed between the

241Am source and Pd foil. The Cu foil will block all 241Am alpha par-
ticles but not the 241Am gamma-ray at 59.54 keV. Fig. 4a (gray line)
shows an X-ray spectrum in the Pd X-ray region obtained for the
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Fig. 5. Photomicrographs of alpha tracks, at 1000× magnification, obtained by exposing CR-39 to a 0.1 �Ci 210Po source for 3 min  where (a) was obtained by focusing the
m ges ta
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icroscope optics onto the surface of the detector and (b) was  an overlay of two  ima
or  the background (black line) and the 0.1 �Ci 210Po source (gray line) for the spectr
ource  was  obtained by placing the source in direct contact with the Be window of 

41Am source in contact with the 560 �m thick Cu foil. Comparing
he spectrum with that of the 241Am source itself, gray line Fig. 2a,
t can be seen that the Cu foil absorbs the majority of the gamma-
ay induced emissions due to the source housing. The spectrum
btained by placing the 560 �m thick Cu foil between the 241Am
ource and Pd foil is also shown in Fig. 4a (black line). The observed
pectrum is cleaner than that observed for 241Am source in direct
ontact with the Pd foil, black line Fig. 2a. Fig. 4b shows the spec-
rum of the Pd foil in which the contributions of the 241Am source
nd Cu foil are subtracted out. This difference spectrum shows Pd
� X-rays at 21.1 keV and Pd K� at 23.85 keV. Fig. 4c shows the
pectra of 241Am gamma ray of the 241Am source alone and in con-
act with the Pd foil, Cu foil, and both Pd and Cu foils. These spectra
how the absorption of the 241Am gamma  ray when the Pd and/or
u foils are exposed to the source. Because the Cu foil is thicker, it
ttenuates the signal more.

.3. The use of Polonium-210 to stimulate X-ray emissions in Pd

The experimental results obtained using a 241Am source showed
hat the gamma-ray at 59.54 keV was primarily responsible for
timulating the Pd K shell X-ray emissions that were measured and
ot the alpha particles. This is due to the fact that gamma  rays are
uch more penetrating than alphas particles. To evaluate the stim-

lation of X-rays by alpha particles, a source that decays purely
y alpha emission, 210Po, was obtained. The source, which was
ounted in a plastic housing, had an initial activity of 0.1 �Ci. Fig. 5a

nd b shows alpha tracks in CR-39 obtained by exposing the detec-
or to the 210Po source for 3 min. The microphotograph of the alpha
racks shown in Fig. 5a was obtained by focusing the microscope
ptics on the surface of the detector while Fig. 5b was obtained by

verlaying two images taken on the surface of the detector and the
ottom of the pits. The observed number of tracks is consistent with

 0.1 �Ci alpha source. From the image taken with the microscope
ptics focused on the surface of the detector, it can be seen that
ken at the surface and bottom of the pits. Time-normalized, X-ray spectra obtained
ions (c) 14–124 keV, (d) 13–27 keV, and (e) 120–123 keV. The spectrum of the 210Po
Ge detector.

the tracks are dark in color and either circular or elliptical in shape.
Focusing inside the tracks, bright centers are observed inside the
pits. The bright centers indicate that the bottoms of the tracks are
rounded [24]. These features are diagnostic of nuclear-generated
tracks.

A gamma-ray spectrum of the 210Po source was obtained by
placing the source inside the lead cave and pressed against the Be
window of the HPGe detector. Fig. 5c–e shows the spectra obtained
for the lead cave with and without the 210Po source. The spectra
were time normalized. From the spectra, it can be seen that three
new gamma/X-ray lines at 14.8, 21.9, and 121.7 keV are present in
the 210Po source spectrum. As 210Po is a pure alpha emitter, these
new lines cannot be due to 210Po. Compared to the 241Am gamma
line at 59.54 keV, Fig. 3d, the three gamma/X-ray lines seen in Fig. 5d
and e are very small and are attributed to gamma/X-ray emitting
contaminant(s) in the 210Po source.

Experiments were conducted placing 25 �m thick Pd foil in con-
tact with the 210Po source. The area of the Pd foil was  16.1 cm2.
Spectra were obtained using both ‘facing’ and ‘not-facing’ config-
urations, shown in Fig. 6. When the Pd and 210Po source were not
directly facing the Be window of the HPGe detector, no lines due to
the Pd or to the contaminant in the 210Po source were observed in
the spectrum. However, when the Pd foil and 210Po source were fac-
ing the Be window of the HPGe detector, the Pd K� line at 21.1 keV
was observed as was the 21.9 keV line due to the contaminant in
the 210Po source. The significance of orientation on the observation
of the Pd K shell lines in Pd/D experiments will be discussed vide
infra.

While the presence of the contaminant in the 210Po source
was unexpected, it did present an opportunity to separate and
quantify the alpha/gamma contributions in stimulating the Pd K

shell X-rays. This was  not possible using the 241Am source due
to the intensity of the gamma ray. To isolate and quantify the
alpha/gamma contributions, a 100 �m thick acrylic sheet was
placed between the Pd foil and the 210Po source. The acrylic sheet
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between room and liquid nitrogen (−196 C) temperatures. Cur-
rently, Hamamatsu offers compact, X-ray detectors comprised of a
Si photodiode coupled to a scintillator that are ideal for the detec-
tion of X-rays below 100 keV [25]. Although these X-ray detectors

Table 1
Analysis of the Pd K� line shown in the spectra in Fig. 7.

Samplea Intensity of Pd K� lineb Cause of stimulationc

210Po source 0.00 None
Pd  foil 1.9 × 10−4 bkg
210Po–Pd foil 5.4 × 10−4 bkg + � + �
210Po-100 �m acrylic-Pd foil 3.0 × 10−4 bkg + �
ig. 6. Left hand side shows schematics of how the Pd and 210Po source were or
onfiguration and (b) is the ‘facing’ configuration. Right hand side shows the time-
he  black line is due to the Pd-210Po source. The configuration the spectra were obtai

ill block the alphas from the 210Po but not the gamma/X-rays
rom the contaminant(s). The time normalized results are sum-

arized in Fig. 7. All spectra were obtained using the ‘facing’
onfiguration. Light gray blocks indicate the regions of the gamma
ines due to an unknown contaminant in the 210Po source and the
arker gray box indicates the region of the Pd K� line.

Fig. 7a shows the spectrum obtained for the Pd foil. The foil was
5 �m thick and had an area of 16.1 cm2. A very small peak due
o the Pd K� shell X-rays was observed in the spectrum. The foil
sed in the 210Po source experiments had 42 times more surface
rea than the foil used in the 241Am experiments discussed vide
upra. For the smaller foil used in the 241Am experiments, the Pd
� X-ray lines were not observed. The lead cave X-rays between 36
nd 102 keV, Fig. 5c, are probably responsible for stimulating the
d K shell X-rays resulting in the peak seen in Fig. 7a. The spec-
rum obtained for the 210Po source is shown in Fig. 7b. Only noise
s observed in the region of the Pd K shell X-rays. Two gamma/X-
ays at 14.8 and 21.9 keV, due to unknown contaminant(s), were
bserved in the spectrum.

The spectrum obtained when the Pd foil in contact with the
10Po source is shown in Fig. 7c. The line due to the Pd K shell
-rays is more prominent than that observed in the background.
hen a 100 �m thick acrylic sheet is placed between the Pd foil

nd the 210Po source, a decrease in the line due to the Pd K shell
-rays is observed, Fig. 7d. Compared to the 210Po source spectrum,
ig. 7b, a decrease is observed in the intensities of the unknown con-
aminant gamma  rays at 14.8 and 21.9 keV. These spectra indicate
hat both the 210Po � particles and the �-rays from the unknown

ontaminant(s) are stimulating the emission of Pd K shell X-rays.
able 1 summarizes the measured intensities of the Pd K� lines
n Fig. 7 as well as the sources of the stimulation. It is assumed
hat the background, 210Po �-particle, and unknown contaminant
 relative to the face of the Be window of the HPGE where (a) is the ‘not-facing’
lized spectra obtained where the gray line is due to the lead cave background and

 indicated. All measurements were conducted inside a Pb cave lined with Sn and Cu.

�-ray stimulations contribute additively to the Pd K� emissions of
the Pd-210Po sample, Fig. 7c. With this assumption, the estimated
contributions of each source in stimulating the Pd K� emissions are
35.2% due to background, 44.4% due to the 210Po �-particles, and
20.4% due to the unknown contaminant(s) gamma/X-rays.

3.4. Implications to the CR-39 detection results obtained for Pd/D
experiments

The results of the 210Po–Pd experiments discussed vide supra can
be used to determine whether or not Pd K shell X-rays would have
been observed in the CR-39 experiments [1,3–11,13–15]. The gas
loading experiments done by Li et al. [1,3] and Price et al. [2] were
done in stainless steel cells. The stainless steel would have absorbed
any Pd K shell X-rays. In order to see these X-rays, the X-ray detector
would have to be placed inside the stainless steel vessel and cycled

◦

a All samples were measured in a Pb cave that was lined with Sn and Cu foil.
b Spectra have been time normalized. Pd K� line is shown in Fig. 7.
c Bkg = background stimulation, � = alphas from 210Po source; � = gamma rays

from the unknown contaminant(s) in the 210Po source.
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Fig. 7. Time-normalized X-ray spectra in the Pd K shell X-ray region obtained using
the  ‘facing’ configuration where (a) is the 25 �m thick, 16.1 cm2 area Pd foil, (b) is
the 210Po source, (c) is the Pd foil in direct contact with the 210Po source, and (d) has
a  100 �m thick acrylic film between the Pd foil and the 210Po source. The light gray
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Table 2
Measured peak areas of the Pd K� line shown in the time normalized spectra in
Fig. 9a and b.

Samplea Area of Pd K� line Cause of stimulationb,c

Pd foil 9.22 × 10−5 bkg
210Po-100 �m acrylic-Pd foil 1.453 × 10−4 bkg + �

a All samples were measured in a Pb cave that was  lined with Sn and Cu foil.
ox indicates the regions of the gamma  lines at 14.8 and 21.9 keV due to unknown
ontaminant(s) in the 210Po source. The darker gray box indicates the region of the
d K� lines. All spectra were measured in a lead cave lined with Sn and Cu.

ould be small enough to be placed inside the stainless steel vessel,
heir operating temperature range is between −10 and 60 ◦C. Con-
equently any charged particle emissions that occurred between
10 and −196 ◦C would not be registered by these X-ray detec-

ors. This would not be true for a SSNTD such as CR-39. Therefore,
t would not have been possible to detect the presence of charged
articles in the gas-loading experiments by Pd K shell X-ray emis-
ions.

The presence of a line due to the Pd K shell X-rays in the back-
round, Fig. 7a, is in agreement with the work of Deaken et al.
21]. However, Bennington et al. [20], who used much thicker Pd
athodes in their experiments, did not observe a line due to the Pd

 shell X-rays in their background. There are two possible expla-
ations for these results. One is that the Si(Li) detector used by
ennington et al. was not as sensitive as the X-ray detector used
y either Deaken et al. or the HPGe detector used in this effort. The
ther explanation is that the thicker Pd foil used by Bennington
t al. absorbed the Pd K shell X-rays stimulated by the background.
he more likely cause is the later. The formula used to calculate the
ercentage of X-rays absorbed in a material is

 = 100[1 − exp(−��x)] (1)

here A is the percentage of X-rays absorbed, � is the mass absorp-
ion coefficient of X-rays at a given energy, � is the density of
he material, and x is the thickness of the material [26]. For a

igh Z material like Pd, the absorption coefficient is dominated by
hotoabsorption [27]. The photoabsorption coefficient of Pd at an
-ray energy of 21.1 keV is 13.61 cm2 g−1 and the density of Pd is
2.0 g cm−3 [28]. Using these values, the plot of % X-rays absorbed
b Bkg = background stimulation, � = gamma rays from the unknown contami-
nant(s) in the 210Po source.

c The peak area resulting from stimulation by the unknown � source is 5.31 × 10−5.

as a function of Pd thickness was  calculated, Fig. 8a. The 50 �m thick
foil used by Deaken et al. would absorb 55.8% of the X-rays while
that used by Bennington (1.5 mm thick) would absorb 100%. In con-
trast, the foil used in our experiments was  25 �m thick and would
have absorbed 33.5% of the X-rays. Based upon these calculations,
the thickness of the Pd foil used in the Bennington et al. experiment
greatly impacted their ability to see any Pd X-ray emissions during
an electrolysis experiment.

Lipson et al. conducted electrolysis experiments using
8–300 �m thick Pd foils [8] or 2000–4000 Å thick Pd films [7]
as cathodes. For the 8–300 �m thick Pd foils, the % X-rays absorbed
was between 12.2 and 99.3%, as calculated using Eq. (1).  The %
X-rays absorbed by the Pd films was less than 1%. In these elec-
trolysis experiments, the cathode was  in the center and the anode
surrounded it. A significant amount of water was present between
the cathode and the cell wall, which was  probably borosilicate
glass. This configuration assured uniform loading of the Pd cathode
with deuterium. However, the water and cell wall would also
absorb any Pd K shell X-rays produced during the course of the
experiment. For low Z materials, like H and O, Compton (in-elastic)
scattering becomes significant at the higher X-ray energies and the
absorption coefficient is no longer dominated by photoabsorption
[27]. However, there is code available that calculates the % attenu-
ation of X-rays as a function of X-ray energy and target length for a
limited number of materials [29]. Using this code, the % attenuation
of the 21.1 keV X-rays as a function of borosilicate glass and water
thickness was calculated. The results are summarized in Fig. 8b and
c, respectively. Lipson et al. did not provide any dimensions on their
cells. However, estimates can be made. Typically borosilicate glass
walls used in electrochemical cells are 1 mm thick, which would
attenuate the X-rays by 36%, Fig. 8b. Typically electrochemical cells
have inner diameters between 20 and 40 mm.  With the cathode in
the center, the water thickness the X-rays have to penetrate would
be between 10 and 20 mm,  which would attenuate the X-rays by
51.9–83.9%, Fig. 8c. The total attenuation through the water and
borosilicate glass is estimated to be between 87.9 and 100%. Taking
into account the attenuation of the 21.1 keV X-rays by the cell
components, it is unlikely that any Pd K shell X-rays stimulated by
charged particles would have been observed. Furthermore, Lipson
et al. observed a relatively low number of tracks in their CR-39
detectors. In one electrolysis experiment involving 2000 Å  of Pd
on glass that ran for 48 h, Lipson et al. [7] identified 173 alpha and
proton tracks above background. The measured rates of production
were (9.6 ± 1.0) × 10−4 � s−1 and (57.2 ± 4.1) × 10−4 p s−1, both in
4� steradian. It can be shown that such a low production rate of
charged particles would not stimulate a detectable amount of Pd
K shell X-rays. Fig. 9a and b shows the time normalized spectra
measured, in the Pb cave, for the Pd foil and for the experiment
in which the 100 �m thick acrylic sheet was placed between the
Pd foil and the 210Po source. In both spectra, the peak due to the
Pd K shell X-rays is shown in gray. The measured peak areas are

tabulated in Table 2. From the data, the peak area, resulting from
stimulation by the �-rays from the unknown contaminant(s) in
the 210Po source, is measured to be 5.31 × 10−5. In Table 3, the
calculated peak areas of the Pd K shell X-ray line resulting from
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Fig. 8. (a) Plot of the % absorption of Pd X-rays as a function of Pd thickness. The thicknesses of the Pd cathodes used by Oriani [6],  the 2000–4000 Å films used by Lipson et al.
[7],  Bennington et al. [20], Deaken et al. [21] and the authors of this paper are indicated. (b) Plot of % attenuation of Pd X-rays as a function of borosilicate glass thickness. (c)
Plot  of % attenuation of Pd X-rays as a function of water thickness.

Fig. 9. Time normalized spectra obtained for (a) the 25 �m thick, 16.1 cm2 area Pd foil and (b) the 100 �m thick acrylic film between the Pd foil and the 210Po source. The line
due  to the Pd K-shell X-ray is shaded in gray. Peak areas are tabulated in Table 2. (c) LET curve calculated for energetic protons in Pd where � indicates the 1.7 MeV  proton.
(d)  LET curve for energetic alphas in Pd where � indicates the 11–16 MeV  alphas and © the 5.3 MeV 210Po alpha.
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Table 3
Calculating the peak area of the Pd K� line caused by � stimulation using the spectral
data shown in Figs. 7, 9a and b.

Stimulant Contribution (%) Calculated peak area

bkga 35.2 9.22 × 10−5

� 20.4 5.34 × 10−5

�b 44.4 1.163 × 10−4

a This is the measured peak area for the Pd K� line obtained by background
stimulation.

b The 210Po has an � activity of 0.1 �Ci. This activity is equivalent to
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be observed. In the electrolysis experiments done by Oriani and
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700 decays s−1. Since the spectra are time normalized, the calculated peak area
s  due to stimulation by 3700 � particles.

and � stimulation are tabulated. The calculated peak area due
o � stimulation agrees well with the measured value. A 0.1 �Ci
10Po � source will have 3700 decays s−1. For the time normalized
pectra, this means that 3700 � particles will result in a Pd K
hell X-ray line with a peak area of 1.163 × 10−4. However, this
eak area is for 210Po whose alphas have an energy of 5.3 MeV.
ET calculations indicate that the range of these 5.3 MeV  alphas
n Pd is 9.76 �m.  Lipson et al. identified their particles as 1.7 MeV

rotons and 11–16 MeV  alphas. LET curves for protons and alphas
re shown in Fig. 9c and d, respectively. These plots indicate that
he 1.7 MeV  protons and 11–16 MeV  alphas have longer ranges

able 4
stimating the Pd K shell X-ray peak area resulting from the passage of 1.7 MeV protons, 

Particle and energy 5.3 MeV  �

Range in Pd (�m) 9.76 

Ratioa N/A 

Number  of particles 3700 

Equivalent number of 5.3 MeV  � particlesb N/A 

Peak areac 1.163 × 10−4

a Ratio = [range of 1.7 MeV  p or 11, 16 MeV  �]/[range of 5.3 MeV  �].
b Equivalent = [number of 1.7 MeV  p or 11, 16 MeV  �] × ratio.
c Peak area of the 3700 5.3 MeV  � particles was measured to be 1.163 × 10−4. This corr

he  passage of 1.7 MeV  protons, 11 MeV  alphas, and 16 MeV alphas through the Pd lattice

ig. 10. (a) Schematic of a cell used in an E-field experiment. The cathode is composed o
C  with a 6% AC ripple. (b) Spatial distribution of positively identified tracks obtained by
xperiment done in the presence of an external E-field. Total number of positively identifi
 Acta 88 (2013) 373– 383 381

than the 5.3 MeV 210Po alphas. Consequently, they will stimulate
more X-rays than the 210Po alphas as they traverse through the Pd
lattice. Table 4 summarizes the calculations done to estimate the
expected Pd K shell X-ray peak areas resulting from the passage of
1.7 MeV  protons, 11 MeV  alphas, and 16 MeV  alphas through the
Pd lattice. For the measured production rates of 9.6 × 10−4 1.7 MeV
protons and 57.2 × 10−4 16 MeV  alphas, as observed by Lipson
et al. [7],  the estimated increases in peak area resulting from the
charged particle stimulation are 4.05 × 10−11, 5.24 × 10−10, and
1.03 × 10−9, respectively. These increases would be too small to
see in a measured spectrum.

In the experiments done by Oriani and Fisher [6],  the CR-39
detectors were placed above and below the anode. As charged par-
ticles cannot travel far in water, the tracks observed in the CR-39
detectors are not attributable to charged particles. Although they
are not using CR-39 to directly measure charged particles, it is
unlikely that Pd K shell X-rays would have been detected in the
electrolysis experiments done by Oriani and Fisher. As shown in
Fig. 6, the orientation of the cathode relative to the window of the
detector determines whether or not the Pd X-ray emissions will
Fisher, the cathode was  in the ‘not-facing’ configuration, Fig. 6a. In
this configuration, no Pd K shell X-rays would have been observed.
Furthermore, the cathode was  a 1 mm thick plate of Pd. As shown

11 MeV  alphas, and 16 MeV  alphas that were identified by Lipson et al. [7].

1.7 MeV  p 11 MeV � 16 MeV  �

13.11 28.49 55.7
1.34 2.92 5.71
9.6 × 10−4 [7] 57.2 × 10−4 [7] 57.2 × 10−4 [7]
12.9 × 10−4 167 × 10−4 326.6 × 10−4

4.05 × 10−11 5.24 × 10−10 1.03 × 10−9

elation was  used to estimate the expected Pd K shell X-ray peak areas resulting for
.

f a Pt, Ag, and Au wires connected in series. The external voltage applied is 6000 V
 scanning a 1 mm × 20 mm area on a CR-39 detector used in a Pd/D co-deposition
ed tracks is 1079. Placement of the Pt, Ag, and Au wires is indicated.
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y the plot in Fig. 8a, self-absorption of the Pd K shell X-rays would
lso have been an issue.

The Pd/D co-deposition experiments of Mosier-Boss et al. [9–11]
ypically ran for two weeks. Fig. 10a  shows the experimental con-
guration used in an experiment in which an external 6000 V DC
with a 6% AC ripple) electric field was applied across the cell after
he Pd had been plated out. The 6% AC component allows coupling
f the electric field into the cathode. In this particular experiment,
t, Ag, and Au wires were connected in series, over the CR-39 detec-
or, as shown in Fig. 10a. The detector used in this experiment
as scanned using an automated scanning track analysis system

o obtain quantitative information on the pits produced in the CR-
9. The system has a high quality microscope optical system (Nikon
fi series) operating at a magnification high enough to discriminate
etween tracks and background. Fig. 10b  shows the spatial orienta-
ion of positively identified tracks in the CR-39 detector used in the
hree wire experiment. It can be seen that track density correlates
ith the placement of the wires.

Fig. 11a shows a microphotograph of tracks in the CR-39 detec-
or taken by the scanner. Each image taken by the scanner is then
nalyzed by the proprietary software of the scanner. In Fig. 11b,
ach numbered rectangle represents an object in the detector
dentified by the computer. The computer algorithm then makes

5 characteristic measurements of each object located in the

mage to provide reliable discrimination between etched tracks and
ackground features present on or in the plastic detectors. These
easurements include track length and diameter, optical density

ig. 11. (a) Photomicrograph of tracks observed in a CR-39 detector used in a Pd/D co-
ystem  at a magnification is 200×. (b) The image shown in (a) after undergoing compu
ndicated by the light colored rectangles. (c) Based upon measurements of object symm
onsistent with those of nuclear generated tracks. These tracks are indicated by the light 
 Acta 88 (2013) 373– 383

(average image contrast) and image symmetry. Based upon the
measured properties of a feature, the computer algorithm of the
automated scanning system determines whether or not the mea-
sured features are consistent with that of an energetic particle. The
software algorithms ignore overlapping tracks. Fig. 11c  summa-
rizes the results of this analysis. The light colored rectangles are
positively identified tracks.

The area of the CR-39 detector scanned in Fig. 10b  is
1 mm × 20 mm.  The total number of tracks positively identi-
fied by the scanner in this area was  1079. To determine whether or
not Pd K shell X-rays would have been observed in the experiment,
it is assumed that the observed tracks are due to charged particle
interactions with the detector and not neutrons. As shown in
Fig. 11c, the number of tracks in this one image is undercounted by
a factor of ∼3. Since the total area of the detector is 10 mm × 20 mm,
at a minimum, the number of tracks is undercounted by a factor
of 30. However, the charged particle stimulation of the Pd K shell
X-rays will occur throughout the Pd deposit. Ignoring absorption
of the Pd K-shell X-rays by the Pd deposit and cell components, in
the worse-case scenario, it is estimated that the charged particles
are undercounted by a factor of 1000. The total area of the detector
is 10 mm × 20 mm.  Taking this larger detector area into account,
the charged particles are estimated to be undercounted by a factor

of 10,000. Therefore, in this worst case scenario, the number
of charged particles is 1.079 × 107. For a two week experiment
(1.2096 × 106 s), the rate of particle production is estimated to
be 8.9 particles s−1. The 0.1 �Ci 210Po � source decays at a rate

deposition experiment. The photomicrograph was obtained using the automated
ter processing and objects have been identified and numbered. These objects are
etry and contrast, the computer algorithm identifies tracks whose properties are
colored rectangles.
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f 3700 particles s−1. As summarized in Table 3, the calculated
eak area due to the stimulation of the Pd K shell X-rays by 3700

 particles, in the time normalized spectrum, is 1.163 × 10−4.
he increase in peak area of 8.9 charged particles, in the time
ormalized spectrum, is calculated to be 2.9 × 10−7. This is too
mall an increase in peak area to see in the measured spectrum.
n addition, the experimental configuration for the E-field exper-
ment is equivalent to the ‘not-facing’ configuration, Fig. 6a. In this
onfiguration, no Pd K shell X-rays would have been observed.

. Conclusions

In this communication, the apparent discrepancy between
harged particle detection in the Pd/D system using CR-39 detectors
nd measurement of Pd K-shell X-rays was examined. CR-39 detec-
ors are constantly integrating detectors, which means that once an
vent occurs, it is permanently stamped in the plastic. Using CR-39
etectors, Li et al. [1,3], Lipson et al. [4,7], Oriani and Fisher [6],  and
osier-Boss et al. [9–11] have reported the observation of charged

article emissions in the Pd/D systems by both gas and electrolytic
oading. In contrast to CR-39, the measurement of Pd K shell X-rays
s done in real time. No Pd K shell X-rays above background were
bserved by either Bennington et al. [20] or Deakin et al. [21] in
heir electrolytic loading of Pd with deuterium.

In this investigation, Pd K shell X-rays were stimulated when a
hin Pd foil was placed in contact with a 241Am source. However,
t was found that the 241Am gamma  ray at 59.54 keV, and not the
lpha emissions, was primarily responsible for the stimulation of
he Pd K shell X-rays. These results emphasize the need to prop-
rly characterize RAM sources when doing calibrations. This was
articularly borne out when conducting experiments using a 210Po
ource, which was supposed to be a pure alpha emitter. Measure-
ents of the 210Po source, using the HPGe detector, showed the

resence of three weak gamma-/X-ray lines attributed to unknown
ontaminant(s). However, use of this source in these experiments
ade it possible to separate and quantify the alpha/gamma con-

ributions in stimulating the Pd K-shell X-rays.
Using the 0.1 �Ci 210Po source, it was found that the orienta-

ion of the source relative to the HPGe detector head determined
hether or not the Pd K-shell X-rays would be observed. The Pd
-shell X-rays were observed when the 210Po source was directly

acing the detector head. No Pd K-shell X-rays were seen when
he 210Po source was perpendicular to, or ‘not-facing,’ the HPGe
etector head. Consequently, no Pd K-shell X-rays would have been
etected in the electrolysis experiments done by Oriani and Fisher
6],  Lipson et al. [7,8], and Mosier-Boss et al. [9–11]. In addition,
t was found that, although tracks significantly above background

ere observed in CR-39 detectors used in gas and electrolytic load-
ng experiments, the rate of charged particle production was too
ow to be detected by the Pd K shell X-ray emissions.
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